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	G B Singh ( principal )
	
                                            	OUR MISSION
	
                                                  	
                                                        
                                                          " We are evolving a new methodology of education that we call IBA, It represents Introspection, Breakthrough and Achievement. Our focus is to groom students as a complete personality that enables them to use highest technology and remain ethically strong."
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                                      	About the Institute
	Government Polytechnic Deoria
	
                                            
                                              Government Polytechnic Deoria situated on Deoria-Gorakhpur road 3.5 km from Deoria Railway Station is a premier institute of the city. Established in around 15.06 acres of land this institute offers a number of courses for aspiring students. The institute full of green trees and beautiful gardens gives proper ambience and environment for students to study and grow. The institute not only has proved a destination of excellence for the students but also for the industry people looking for excellent and well trained employees. The institute is seen as centre of educational excellence in whole of the Deoria region not just for the education it imparts but also for the qualities it develops.

                                              

                                              

                                              The Institute has four departments namely the Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering (I.C), Electronics Engineering and the Architectural Assistantship. The institute also runs the certification program under CDTP scheme for unemployed youth and school dropouts. This institute in every aspect fulfills the expectations of each and everyone who joins the institute. All the four engineering departments and all the programs that are run in the institute are handled by our best faculties who are not only known for their excellent teaching skills but also for the passion they have for their subjects. So under this dedicated team and under adequate infrastructure it is place for those who really want to make their career bloom.
                                            

                                          
	 
	Contact us
	
                                            	 Principal	 G.B. Singh
	 Address	 Govt. Polytechnic Deoria, Gorakhpur Road, Aura Chauri Deoria 274001
	 e-mail	  gpolydeoria@yahoo.co.in
	 Fax	 05568-241230
	 Website	 www.gpdeoria.org
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